ACS CONTROLLED

G.E. SENTROL DOOR CONTACT:
1045T-N
- OR -
10760-N
- OR -
1078C-N

VON DUPRIN 99L EXIT DEVICE OR
33L FOR NARROW STYLE GLASS
DOOR OR 99L OPTION

CLOSER ARM (TYPICAL OF 2)
LCN 4041 TRIARM

MATCHING HARDWARE
NON ELECTRIC NO
EXTERIOR TRIM

VON DUPRIN
KR4959 KEYED
REMOVABLE
MULLION
W/ SCHLAGE
I.C. HOUSING
(LARGE FORMAT)

39 1/8" TO
FINISHED
FLOOR

INTERIOR VIEW

36" TO 48"
DOOR

36" TO 48"
DOOR

NOTE:
1. FOR NEW DOOR SPECIFY EPT10 VON DUPRIN POWER TRANSFER HINGE.
2. IF EXTERIOR TRIM IS REQUIRED - VON DUPRIN 996L-NL TRIM W/ SCHLAGE I.C. HOUSING (LARGE FORMAT)
 OR VON DUPRIN 99L X E996L TRIM OPTION FOR LATCHING.
3. ALL VON DUPRIN "EL" DEVICES REQUIRE VON DUPRIN PS873 POWER SUPPLIES AND 871-2 CIRCUIT CARDS OR
COMMAND ACCESS EQUIVALENT.